
Josh is a former CFO at a prestigious New York hedge fund with over 30 years of experience leading successful

teams. Prior to that he worked in public accounting and then as a financial analyst at Goldman Sachs. Josh decided

to become a coach to help other leaders, particularly in the financial services space, improve their leadership

skills, emotional intelligence and mindset in order to push the boundaries of their success. Josh believes that the

most effective leaders recognize the importance of creating an environment in which all team members feel

inspired to do their best work, and he is passionate about helping them do so.

He has a BS from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. 
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Areas of coaching
expertise

Professional/Corporate
experience

Began career as a CPA

Several years experience as a financial

analyst at leading global investment bank

Chief Financial Officer at prestigious New

York hedge fund

Education +
certifications

BS Economics from The Wharton

School at University of Pennsylvania

High Impact Leadership executive

education program at Columbia

Business School

Coaching certification 2021
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Industry + functional
experience

Accounting

Finance

Non-profit

Consulting

Professional services

Ideal clients

Executives

Entrepreneurs

People leaders

High performers

Career transitions

Establishing trust and improving

communication

Learning strategies for enhancing

responsibility and accountability of

every team member

Building self-confidence and 

Shifting mindset to overcome

blocks

      improving resilience
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"Working with Josh was one of the best decisions of my career. When I started working with

Josh, I had been working in the financial industry for over 15 years. I was burnt out and needing a

change. With Josh’s help, I was able to gain the confidence to take the plunge to

entrepreneurship. I have never been happier and more fulfilled. Thank you, Josh!"

-Former Consultant, Big Four Accounting Firm

“While I was transitioning into a new role, Josh helped me every step of the way from decision

making to fitting into a new workplace culture. His coaching and mentorship gave me the

confidence and strategic skills to stay ahead. His guidance was instrumental to my career

success today.”

-U.S. Head of Tax, Private Investment Firm

“Josh’s positive and empowering coaching technique has been instrumental in helping me

strengthen my effectiveness as a leader by identifying my leadership strengths and goals. I’ve

built a stronger team and a more positive work environment while increasing my confidence and

leadership skills.”

-Founder, Not-for-Profit Organization

COMMUNICATE 
MORE

EFFECTIVELY

-Senior Associate, Big Four Accounting Firm

“Josh has been a very helpful resource when it comes to major career decisions. His decades of

experience shine through in his analytical and thought-provoking approach to helping me

through the decision-making process.”

-Founder, Financial Wellness & Literacy Platform

“Josh is one of the best leaders and mentors I’ve come across in my career. His approach is

caring and genuine while being honest and objective. He has provided invaluable guidance,

enabling me to think critically and empowering me to succeed. I’ve had the pleasure to work

with Josh in various capacities and I owe many of my career achievements to him – I am

incredibly grateful for his mentorship throughout the years.”


